ABSTRACT
Based on data readily available about health apps in the google play store combined with network data is it possible to predict if a data leakage will occur before downloading an app. On the market there's an abundance of health apps each of which contain highly sensitive and identifying information making it important that consumers are in a position to make the most informed decision about who to trust their privacy too. During our investigation of this question, we collected information on 250 health apps and trained a machine learning classifier to determine if an app will leak data.

Side note more will be written about the machine learning phase once the data collection phase ends.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Applications on consumer mobile devices are constantly leaking data to third parties without consumers being aware or having many options of recourse besides deleting the troublesome application. In this age of high data transmission many consumers both young and old perceive their mobile devices to be just as private if not more so than their desktop or laptop computer. Even though people are willing accept that many apps on the market use their personal data as currency what is desired is more control over the entities that have access to this information. Depending on the nature of the information being leaked, a third party advertiser can have the ability to track a consumer across different apps and develop a more revealing picture of their digital lifestyle. Raising the question of how much personal information on a mobile phone should be publicly available? Currently, there is a lack in the availability of easy to use tools to determine whether an application will leak data ranging from third party applications to operating system support that makes this task more difficult if a consumer doesn’t have specialized knowledge or high computational power. We seek to display in this paper if it’s possible to predict if an application is more prone to a data leakage based its characteristics. This work focused on health applications specifically as they contain highly rich and identifying information which needs an extra level of care when deciding who has access to the distribution of this knowledge. Machine learning was applied in the construction of a predictive model when attempting to determine if an application will leak information or not. This model was designed to focus in on whether or not an application has any features readily available on the Google play store which are particularly informative in the determination of information leakages. What we hoped to display using this model was that its possible to discern data leakages in an offline manner that doesn’t require heavyweight tools nor need to be run dynamically with the application to convey knowledge about what applications are doing with personal information. Currently many of the options available to consumers can potentially be technically intensive such as rooting the device and tainting all the packets to track and block them. The biggest issue with this though is that many consumers wanting to use health applications might not possess knowledge of how to root their device nor understand the potential security implications that may arise when rooting an application. Other solutions may revolve around decompiling the application code or using a third party server to block packets that aren’t destined for the applications domain. One key thing to consider with either of these options is that the specialized software used to determine if a leakage is occurring either needs to be run on a machine with greater computational potential then a mobile device or requires use of a third party to determine if information is being leaked which carries it’s own set of issues. The impact of this work is to give consumers an additional tool that can be used to help guide decision making for whether an application should be downloaded or not. Also researchers and software developers in the creation of future health applications that handle sensitive data with the goal of giving them a model that can help make their apps more secure.

2. RELATED WORK
2.1 Static Methods and Tainting
The current literature focuses on data leak recognition in order to prevent these occurrences whilst they happen. These approaches range from static methods such as decompiling the code to determine the pathways that result in a data leakage to more dynamic methods such as rooting the device and tainting all the packets the device generates so that they can be tracked and blocked when necessary \[\text{[6]}\]. The problem with these methods is that they suffer from either a high false positive rate, require specialized knowledge (such as how to root the device if packet tainting is being used) or have a high computational cost (such as when decompiling the code is being used).

### 2.2 VPN Based Approaches

Another technique is to use a VPN (Virtual private Network) on the application level, such as Privacy Guard or Friend in the Middle, and this works by blocking PII (Personally identifying information) or other forms of data leakages by blocking traffic through at all or if it’s not going to it the apps domain. This works on the application level and doesn’t require rooting the device or other advanced technical knowledge for use; therefore has as advantage over the other technique from a consumer standpoint. \[\text{[22]}\]. Recent work by \[\text{[19]}\] explored using machine learning to determine if PII information is being leaked at the network level. This had the benefits of being deploy able across multiple platforms such as android and IOS with a reasonable level of detection when compared to other methods.

### 2.3 Where is your information going?

A study by JinYan Zang which tested 110 popular free android and ios apps found that 73% of the Android apps in there sample shared personal information (for example email addresses) whilst 47% of IOS apps shared Geo-coordinates to third parties. \[\text{[27]}\] Unsurprisingly the two largest third party domains according to their data where Google and apple.

### 2.4 Introducing new privacy abstractions

Other approaches at dealing with privacy leakages, such as CleanOS, revolved around providing new abstractions for data management by taking sensitive data and turning it into a sensitive data object (SDO) \[\text{[23]}\]. When this SDO becomes idle a specialized garbage collector takes it out of memory and sends it into the cloud where it can later be requested only by applications that have specialized keys.

### 2.5 Peoples Opinions on Privacy

The literature also contains a good volume of information written on consumer preferences about how they feel their sensitive data should be collected and the response consumers have to finding out specific uses that applications are sensitive data should be collected and the response content written on consumer preferences about how they feel their sensitive data.

### 2.6 This works contribution

The goal we're seeking to accomplish is if it's possible to determine, based on the apps characteristics if it will leak data. If so, then this will help build on other methods already published or still being researched by providing a framework that essentially enables these services to pay more attention to some apps over others before they've gone through any network activity. The other quality that this seeks to provide is to give consumers more control in deciding which apps they'll allow to access their data.

### 3. METHODS

#### 3.1 Data collection

The data used for training and testing was collected by a physical Android device and several virtual ones this enabled more data to be collected at a faster rate. Network data (containing the destination of the packet and the nature of the data being leaked) was collected by the Friend in the Middle app acting as a VPN (Virtual Private Network) on the application level. Friend in the Middle is an extension of Privacy Guard that has the capabilities to detect whether an app is leaking data as its leaking data. What we did was cycle through a large selection of health apps then collect the network traffic data generated by Friend in the Middle so that it could be used to aid in the training of a classifier. The network traffic was sent to a specialized log file that we created by modifying the logging system in friend in the middle so that it could provide a more detailed breakdown about the data each app was leaking. This log file contained information such as the app name, the nature of the data leakage, the destination IP address, Geo-location data, and the message data that was being leaked.

#### 3.1.1 Collecting Network data

The acquisition process for collecting network data involved running each application and then waiting for it to trigger a notification by Friend in the Middle. For the majority of applications that leaked, these leakages would occur upon the application start up, although there where apps in which it took longer for them to leak. Every application that was tested was actively used for 30 minutes or until it leaked. If the 30 minute period of active usage ended with the application not triggering a notification for a data leakage occurring, then the app would be left to run in the background for an hour. If the app didn't leak after the one hour period of background use ended then we would move on to the next app and periodically select an app at random to be retested. The reason for this procedure is that apps wouldn't leak during the initial usage period or would take over an hour to leak data. After a data collection session the log file generated by Friend in the middle would be extracted from the android device used for testing and a python script would build a list of all the pertinent health apps that leaked data. The script would also inspect that list of apps that didn't leak and ensure that there was no intersection between the set of leaked apps vs the non-leaking apps. We had another script that was deciding which apps to do next and kept track of all the remaining apps to be tested ensuring that we weren't retesting an app and we went through all the apps in the data-set.

#### 3.1.2 Collecting Meta Data

The initial usage period or would take over an hour to leak data. After a data collection session the log file generated by Friend in the middle would be extracted from the android device used for testing and a python script would build a list of all the pertinent health apps that leaked data. The script would also inspect that list of apps that didn't leak and ensure that there was no intersection between the set of leaked apps vs the non-leaking apps. We had another script that was deciding which apps to do next and kept track of all the remaining apps to be tested ensuring that we weren’t retesting an app and we went through all the apps in the data-set.
In addition we also collected data readily available from the Google play store about various mobile health applications. This information contained details about attributes of apps such as their title, developers, download rate, permissions and other qualities that we used to both label the data and build a portfolio of features to browse through. In order to gather attribute data about each application from the Google Play store we used an open source scraper that was written in node.js and python this ensured that information about each app remained consistent and guaranteed expedient data collection. The attribute data collected was the app title, developer, min installation rate, max installation rate, url, score, review number, descriptionHTML, latest update, version, size, requiredAndroidVersion, contentRating, genre, genreID, price, developerEmail, developerWebsite and permissions.

3.2 Training
A python script was written that took all the meta-data from the Google play store, in addition to the information conveyed by the network data detailing whether the app in question leaked, and produced a formatted text file on the apps that was used for training. This formatted file contained all of the Google play store meta-data and one Boolean value entitled leaked. Once a large enough data repository was built from the various health apps in circulation, we trained a classifier to make a predication on the leak status of an app. This phase involved not only stringent feature selection inspection but also pitting various algorithms head to head and analysing their performance and computational cost. The classifier chosen was the machine learning algorithm that achieved the greatest degree of accuracy whilst being able to do this utilizing the least resources.

The data repository contained 250 free health applications that were placed into either the testing or training phase of the project. The data was then divided into ten buckets so that a cross validation phase could be used in determining the predictive power of the modal.

4. RESULTS
4.1 Findings
Our investigation into health apps revealed that most health apps don’t leak data to third parties based on the features that we were detecting on. Friend in the Middle detects leaks in three categories contacts, location and phone state. From our data-set no apps leaked contact information to third parties but apps were leaking location and phone state information. Under phone state based information the two most leaked pieces of data were IMEI (International Mobile Equipment Identity) and android ID. It makes logical sense that information of this nature would be the most leaked kind of data to third parties because it enables them to build a portfolio of your activities across various applications. This kind of information is revealing in that it enables the third party in question to do a breakdown of your activities by device since IMEI and android ID are unique to every android device.

5. DISCUSSION
5.1 Project Continuation
Moving forward this introductory work could be built upon by including more detection features to Friend in the Middle and expanding the collection of apps beyond health apps. Adding more detection features would allow for a better picture of what kind of information is being leaked. With this a future project could center around building a catalogue of data leaks broken down by app category. This catalogue would convey knowledge describing what kind of sensitive information different classes of apps are more prone to leaking onto third parties. The other direction that would serve this project would be to expand the work beyond health apps and increase the collection of apps in the study. Based on the features that Friend in the Middle was assigning as data leaks it was determined that the majority of health apps don’t spew information to third parities. An insightful continuation would be to expand into other types of apps (i.e finance, gaming, social media, etc) and discover whether the leakage properties observed in health apps hold for these types of apps as well. This would enable the classification model to have more usability for a consumer or researcher consider how an arbitrary app may or may not leak information.
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